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27. Oktober 2004  

Weapons deal with the US increases 
danger of terrorism in Norway  
 
The threat of terrorism against Norwegian targets is 
greater than for some time, after it became known that 
the US borrowed advanced military equipment from 
Norway just before the was with Iraq.  
 
This is the opinion of expert on terrorism, interviewed by 
NRK Radio. 
 
 
 
 
-Anything that could tie Norway closer to the US in 
connection with the war in Iraq, would give a potensial 
increase in the danger a terrorist attack against Norway and Norwegian interests 
abroad, says Marcus Buck at the Centre for Security Studies at the University of 
Granada in Spain. 
 
Researcher on terrorism at the University of Bergen, Jan Oskar Engene, says to 
Dagsavisen that targets other than military may also be attacked. 
 
The Security Police, however, does not want to increase the level of threat 
because of the weapons deal wit the US, and does not want to comment further to 
NRK. 
 
(NRK) 
 
Rolleiv Solholm 
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Latest  News 
(29.10.2004) 

Increased majority 
favours Norwegian EU 
membership  
(29.10.2004) 

Norwegian Royal visit to 
the Far East 
(29.10.2004) 

Asylum seekers end 
hunger strike 
(28.10.2004) 

US Embassy reports rap 
group to the police  
(27.10.2004) 

PM rejects opposition 
proposal for weapons 
control committe 

  
Latest Business 
(29.10.2004) 

Oil & Gas: Hydro 
upgrades Oseberg East 
(28.10.2004) 

Norwegian tanker hits 
submarine - no injuries 
(28.10.2004) 

Unemployment remains 
unchanged 
(27.10.2004) 

Record Statoil earnings 
from operations  
(27.10.2004) 

Positive third quarter for 
Telenor 

  
Latest Classifieds 
(28.10.2004) 

I want to work in Norway 
(28.10.2004) 

DAGMAMMA:  
(27.10.2004) 

uk male looking for 
factory work in norway 
(24.10.2004) 

Rosemaling lessons 
(24.10.2004) 

Searching for Jorn 
Anderson of Nelco 

 
Latest Sport 
(25.10.2004) 

Football: Rosenborg still 
holding on 
(25.10.2004) 

Cross Country: Double 
Norwegian sprint 
triumph in Dusseldorf 
(23.10.2004) 

Cross country: Bjoergen 
wins World Cup sprint 
opening 
(23.10.2004) 

Kickboxing: Mette Solli 

  
Latest Travel 
(24.10.2004) 

Attempts at saving Oslo-
Stockholm train link 
(13.10.2004) 

Norwegian air travel on 
the increase 
(09.10.2004) 

Norwegian Air Traffic 
back to normal Saturday 
(10.09.2004) 

Air travel on the 
increase 
(09.09.2004) 

  
Latest Culture 
(25.10.2004) 

ALC Oslo Congregation 
celebrates 45th 
anniversary 
(23.10.2004) 

Oslo Photo Exhibition: 
"Norwegian 
Footprints" (in the US) 
(22.10.2004) 

State Funeral Services 
for Erik Bye 
(18.10.2004) 

Princess opens new 
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European Champion 
(22.10.2004) 

Around the world along 
the Arctic Circle 

Air Travel: Norwegian 
opens service 
Trondheim - Stansted 

Norwegian church in 
Spain 
(14.10.2004) 

Norway's media giant 
and poet Erik Bye has 
died  
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